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ABSTRACT 

- We have measured the mass of the 2 boson to be 91.14f0.12 GeV/c2, and its 

width to be 2.42ti.f: GeV. If we constrain the visible width to its Standard Model 

value, we find the partial width to invisible decay modes to be 0.46 f 0.10 GeV, 

corresponding to 2.8 3~0.6 neutrino species, with a 95% confidence level upper limit 

of 3.9. 
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W e  present an  improved measurement  of the 2  boson resonance parameters. 

The  measurement  is based on  a  total of 19  nb-’ of data recorded at ten different 

center-of-mass energies between 89.2 and 93.0 GeV by the Mark II detector at the 

SLAC Linear Collider. This data sample represents approximately three times the 

- integrated luminosity presented in an  earlier Letter.’ The  statistical significance 

of the luminosity measurement  is further improved by including a  detector com- 

ponent  - the m ini-small-angle mon itor (MiniSAM) - not used in the previous 

analysis. The  larger data sample and improved luminosity measurement  result in 

a  significant reduction in the resonance parameter uncertainties. In particular, our 

observations exclude the presence of a  fourth Standard Mode l massless neutrino 

species at a  confidence level of 95%. 

The  Mark II drift chamber and calorimeters provide the principal information 

used to identify 2  decays.2 Charged particles are detected and momentum analyzed 

in a  72-layer cylindrical drift chamber in a  4.75 kG axial magnetic field. The  drift 

chamber tracks charged particles with 1  cos 81  < 0.92, where 13  is the angle to the 

incident beams. Photons are detected in electromagnetic calorimeters that cover 

the region 1  cos 81  < 0.96. Th  e  calorimeters in the central region (barrel calorime- 

ters) are lead-l iquid-argon ionization chambers, while the endcap calorimeters are 

lead-proportional-tube counters. 

There are two detectors for the small-angle eSe- (Bhabha) events used to 

measure the integrated luminosity. The  small-angle mon itors (SAMs) cover the 

angular region of 50  < 8  < 160 mr. Each SAM consists of nine layers of drift 

tubes for tracking (not used in this analysis) and  a  six-layer lead-proportional- 

tube sandwich for measur ing the electron energy and position. The  M iniSAMs 

detect Bhabhas in the region 15.2 < t9 < 25.0 mr at one  end of the detector and  
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16.2 < 8 < 24.5 mr at the other. Each MiniSAM is a 15 radiation length thick 

tungsten-scintillator sandwich divided into four azimuthal quadrants. 

The center-of-mass energy (E) is determined on every pulse with an uncertainty 

of 35 MeV using an energy spectrometer in the extraction line of each beam.3 

The center-of-mass energy spread, which is typically 250 MeV, is determined to 

approximately 30% of its value! 

The Mark II data acquisition system contains two redundant triggers for 2 de- 

- 

cays. The charged-particle trigger requires two or more charged tracks with trans- 

verse momenta greater than about 150 MeV/c and 1 cos 81 < 0.75. The neutral- 

energy trigger fires on a single shower depositing at least 3.3 GeV in the barrel 

calorimeter or 2.2 GeV in an endcap calorimeter. Monte Carlo (MC) simulations 

indicate that 99.8% of hadronic 2 decays will satisfy at least one of the triggers.5 

Of the 450 hadronic events in our data sample, 446 satisfied both triggers. Depo- 

sitions of at least 6 GeV in each SAM or 20 GeV in each MiniSAM also satisfy the 

data acquisition trigger. 

. . 

We require candidates for 2 hadronic decays to have at least three charged 

tracks and at least 0.05E of energy visible in each of the forward and backward 

hemispheres. The reconstructed charged tracks are required to emerge with trans- 

verse momenta greater than 110 MeV/c at I cos 0 I < 0.92 from a cylindrical volume 

of radius 1 cm and half-length 3 cm parallel to the beam line. A MC simulation 

indicates that we expect 0.02 events in our data from two-photon exchange inter- 

actions. The number of beam-gas interactions that satisfy these cuts is expected 

to be < 0.2 at the 90% confidence level (CL) since no events are found emerging 

from the beamline with 3 < IzI < 50 cm. The efficiency for 2 hadronic decays to 

satisfy these selection requirements, including trigger, is found by MC simulation 
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to be  ch = 0.953 f0.006. Differences between QCD mode ls account for the largest 

component  of the uncertainty. Backgrounds from the beam are included in the 

_  MC detector simulation by combining data from random beam crossings with MC 

events. They are found to have little effect on  the analysis. 

- 
W e  also include in our fiducial sample p  and 7  pairs with I cos 0~) < 0.65, where 

&- is the thrust angle. In this angular region, the trigger efficiency for leptonic 

events is high and the identification is unambiguous.  Tau  events are required to 

have visible energy greater than O .lE. The  efficiencies for events in the fiducial 

.- angular region are found by MC simulation to be  cp = 99  f 1% and E, = 96  f 1%. . 

Tau  events at I cos 0~1 > 0.65 that satisfy the hadronic selection criteria are rejected 

by a  handscan. 

Bhabha scattering events in the SAM calorimeters (50 < 6  < 160 mr) are 

selected by requiring 40% of the beam energy in each SAM. There is negligible 

- background to these events. The  cross section for these “inclusive” events is de- 

rived by scaling - using data from all center-of-mass energies - to the subset 

. . 

of events that fall into a  smaller fiducial volume that has an  accurately calculable 

acceptance. These “precise” Bhabha events are those for which 65< 19  <160 mr 

for both e- and  e+ showers, plus, with a  weight of 0.5, events where one shower 

is within the precise region and the other shower has 60< 8  <65 mr. This weight- 

ing reduces the effects of m isalignments and detector resolution, The  theoretically 

expected cross section6 for events to be  observed in the “precise” angular region 

is 25.2 . (91.1/E(GeV))2 nb. Th  is includes a  -1.9% correction for reconstruction 

inefficiency and a  +1.6% correction for detector resolution effects. The  estimated 

systematic errors are 2% from unknown higher order radiative corrections and 2% 

due to detector resolution and reconstruction effects. Scaling by the ratio of “inclu- 
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sive” to “precise” events gives a  cross section for the production of events selected 

as “inclusive” Bhabhas of as = 42.6 . (91.1/E(GeV))2 nb, with a  2.9% statistical 

_  - error due  to the scaling factor. A real ignment of the synchrotron radiation mask- 

- 

ing, performed after the first seven energy scan points, decreased as by 1*2% for 

subsequent data. This factor is included in all of the following calculations. 

To  select Bhabha events in the M iniSAM, we require that a  pair of adjacent 

quadrants on  each sides of the interaction point (IP) contain at least 25  GeV more 

deposited energy than the other pair of quadrants on  that side. The  pairs with 

.- . . . significant energy must be  diagonally opposite. In addition, all quadrants with 

greater than 18  GeV deposited energy must have tim ing information consistent 

with particles coming from the IP rather than striking the back of the detector 

14  ns earlier. The  efficiency (6~) for each energy scan point is derived by combining 

random beam crossings at that energy with Monte Carlo Bhabha events. It varies 

from 91% to > 99%. Events in which the high energy pairs are not diagonally 

opposite are used to estimate the number  of beam related background events to 

be  subtracted. The  subtraction, which is 0.4% overall, ranges from 0%-3.5% of 

the data at each scan point and  is always less than the statistical error. The  

uncertainty in the number  subtracted is taken to be  the larger of 1% of the data or 

the number  itself. Due to sensitivity to higher order radiative corrections and slight 

m isalignments of the defining masks, we do  not directly calculate the production 

cross section for M iniSAM Bhabhas, but instead find it by scaling the efficiency 

corrected number  of events to the SAM “inclusive” events. For the first seven 

scan points, 0~ = 227. (91.1/E(GeV))2 nb, while for the subsequent data, 0~ = 

234. (91.1/E(GeV))2 nb. In both cases, there is an  independent 4.5% statistical 

error due  to the scaling factor. 

- 

. . 
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Table I gives, for each scan point, the mean  energy of the Bhabha events 

as measured by the energy spectrometer, the number  of SAM “inclusive” (Ns) 

and M iniSAM (NM) Bhabh a  events, EM, the integrated luminosity, the number  of 

hadronic and leptonic 2  decays detected that satisfy the fiducial requirements, and  

- a~. The  cross sections crz are for the production of hadronic events and muon  and 

tau pairs with 1  cos 0~ 1  < 0.65. The  average CE generated by the energy spread of 

the beams and by the pulse-to-pulse jitter and  drifts of the beam energies varies 

from 0.22 to 0.29 GeV. The  cross sections contain corrections for this energy spread 

.- that vary from +3% near the peak to -3% in the tails. 
. . 

The  visible 2  cross section (a~) can be  represented by a  relativistic Breit- 

W igner resonance shape: 

127r 
az(E) = - SWf 

7-n; (s - m ;)” + s2r2/m; (1 + ww7 (1) 

- 

where s E E2, S is the substantial correction due to initial state radiation calculated 

using an  analytic form: Ie is the 2  partial width for electron pairs, and  I’f is the 

partial width for decays in our fiducial volume. The  partial widths for hadrons, 

muons and taus are related to If by rf = rh + f(rP + I’,), where f = 0.556 is the 

fraction of all muon  and tau decays that have 1  cos 0~1 < 0.65. W e  take the total 

2  width to be  l? = rh + re + rP + Ir + NJ,, where N, is the number  of species 

of neutrinos. 

W e  estimate 2  resonance parameters by constructing a  likelihood function 

from the probability of observing, at each energy, nz 2  decays and nL  SAM and 

M iniSAM Bhabha events given that we have observed a  total of nz + nL  events. 

After eliminating terms that are constant with respect to the fit parameters we 
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obtain for the likelihood L 

(2) 

- 
The product is over energy bins. The overall efficiency is E = 0.954. We take the 

CL corresponding to n standard deviations to be the point at which 1nL decreases 

by n2/2 from its maximum value. 

. 

-. 

We have performed three fits to the data, which differ in their reliance on the 

minimal Standard Model. The first leaves only mz as a free parameter. The widths 

-. are those expected for 2 couplings to the known fermions (5 quarks and 3 lepton 

doublets), including a QCD correction to the hadronic width.8 The second fit leaves 

both-mz and N, as free parameters but fixes Iv and all other partial widths to 

their expected values. With this parameterization, N, is derived largely from the 

height of the resonance. Finally, the third fit does not assume any Standard Model 

partial widths. Instead, we write 

q(E) = o. (3) 

and fit for mz, I and erg (peak production cross section, in the absence of radiative 

corrections, for all hadronic events and for muon and tau pairs with 1 cos 0~1 < 0.65) 

as the three fit parameters. The extracted values of N, or 00 depend on the value of 

E and the absolute luminosity normalization scale, while mz and I? are not sensitive 

to these quantities. 

The results of these fits are displayed in Fig. 1 and Table II. We conclude 

that mz = 91.14 f 0.12 GeV/c 2. The uncertainty includes the contribution of 

35 MeV due to the absolute energy measurement. The systematic error in mz 

7 
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_. 
due to uncertainty in the initial state radiation correction is estimated to be less 

than 10 MeV/c2.7 Previous direct measurements of mz by pp colliders yielded 

_ 93.lfl.Of3.1 GeV/c2 (UAl): 91.5f1.2f1.7 GeV/c2 (UA2)1° and 90.9f0.3f0.2 

GeV/c2(CDF),” where the first error is statistical and systematic and the second 

reflects the uncertainty in the overall mass scale. 

The second fit gives N, = 2.8f0.6, corresponding to a partial width to invisible 

decay modes of N,P, = 0.46 f 0.10 GeV. The luminosity uncertainty contributes 

0.45 to the error in N,. The 95% CL limit, NY < 3.9, excludes to this level the pres- 

.- ence of a fourth massless neutrino species within the Standard Model framework. . . 

Previous measurements of N, by detection of single photons in e+e-annihilation 

have given” N,, < 5.2. 

The third fit yields I? = 2.42-,.,, -I-‘**~ GeV which should be compared to the Stan- , 

dard Model value of 2.45 GeV. The MiniSAM background subtraction error, which 

- is the largest systematic error, contributes 50 MeV to the uncertainty. Previous 

direct measurements have yielded I’ = 3.8 f 0.8 f 1.0 GeV (CDF)” and upper 

limits at the 90% CL of 5.2 GeV (UAl)’ and 5.6 GeV (UA2).” The third fit 

value for CQ of 45f4 nb agrees well with the value of 43.6 nb calculated using 

mz = 91.14 GeV/ c2and Standard Model partial widths. The corresponding cross 

section for hadron decays is 42f4 nb. The maximum production cross section 

(including radiative corrections), which occurs approximately 90 MeV above the 

pole due to initial state radiation, is 33f3 nb for all events in our fiducial region, 

or 31f3 nb for hadronic events only. 
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Table I. Average energy, integrated luminosity, number of events, MiniSAM 

efficiency and a~ for each energy scan point. The luminosity for each scan point 

is given by Lum = (Ns + NM)/c~L, where a~ = crs + EMC~M. The given error 

is the statistical error on Ns and NM only; there are additional statistical errors 

on a~ due to the scaling errors on crs and CYM (see text). The total luminosity 

is calculated from the 485 “precise” SAM Bhabha events and has an overall 2.8% 

systematic error. 
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Table II. 2 resonance parameters. The three fits are described in the text. 
. 

Fit mz NV r 00 

GeV/c2 GeV nb 

1 91.14f0.12 - - - 

2 91.14f0.12 2.860.6 - 
- 

3 91.14f0.12 - 2 q2+0.*5 
. -0.35 45f4 

- 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

- 

1) e+e- annihilation cross sections to all hadronic events plus p and 7 pairs 

with I cos 0~1 < 0.65. The dashed curve represents the result of the first 

fit. The solid curve represents the second and third fit results, which are 

indistinguishable. 
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